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Nuance is dead 

Utterly untold and universally unrated, 
Half arsed and hazy is the culture now created.
Lacking in liberal ideals while morally malfunctioning methods mature,
A Never ending nemesis neither necessary nor pure,
Enemies everywhere who elect to eliminate exhibits of eternal freedom,
Greed and gargantuan gluttony of excessive excess make big business 
brutally banal in so blindly banishing beauty by brute force and blissful 
ignorance, bastards. 
Never let the fascists form, fuck what's fine and the fucking norm. 
Live, let love and lay with whoever 'cause control is an evil and egotheism 
endeavour.
A world of trouble so woefully wonderful, who can we trust 
When our suspicion is plentiful? 
The media’s masquerade minimises meaning and boris’s brexit bull shit 
has got us all seething 
Their words are hollow and hard to swallow and forecast the nightmares 
of a tragic tomorrow. 
What for when the tides come
And the saintless sands are swept south?
Bring some chaos to the order
Tear the stitching from your mouth.
We are rife with righteousness-
Rich in ridicule 
Our demise is no surprise 
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It becomes harder to distinguish day from night and night from day. Dreams permeate 
waking. I dream of both those I once knew. I cannot remember what I have read and 
what I have written. All is blending. All is amorphous. 

I cannot find you in the garish sunlight
So I climb under sheets and begin my descent, 
Tree tilts, and it comes  in waves 
The in-between shows  her face 
and it is here I wait for  you.
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